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Japan. Early 17th century. Two samurai face off in a duel to
the death armed with nothing more than their blades,
their wit, and their courage. One one will be victorious.

Kettō is a two-player card game of combat. In order to ﬁght, players will deﬁne
their defense, plan their movements, and execute them in the best possible way
while using tactics to gain an edge. In the end, a single strike can be enough to
take out the adversary.

Game design: Antonio Noval
Graphic design: Guillermo Salas
Manual text: José L. Zapata

COMPONENTS
The game includes 110 cards split into
two decks (one black and one white).
Each 55-card deck contains:
● 32 Combat cards, including:
○
25 Attack cards [A]
○
6 Stance cards [B]
○
1 Defense card [C]
● 18 Tactic cards [D]
● 5 Vitality cards, including:
○
2 Miss cards [E]
○
2 Wound cards [F]
○
1 Death card [G]

OBJECTIVE
In Kettō two players face oﬀ in a duel, each using one of two identical decks of cards. The winner will be the
ﬁrst player to reveal their opponent’s Death card. This will be done by planning Attack movements,
Defense movements, and executing them ﬂawlessly.

GAME SUMMARY
The game is divided into two phases. The Planning phase allows players to prepare their Movements while
the Battle phase lets players resolve their movements and respond to their adversary’s. The game ends when
a player successfully attacks and reveals the Death card from among their opponent’s Vitality cards.

SETUP
Before starting the game:
●
●
●

Sit somewhere that allows players to face one another with the playing space between them.
Give each player a 55-card deck. The content of the decks is identical; the only diﬀerence is in the
dominant color of the cards (black for one deck and white for the other).
Randomly choose a starting player.

Each player splits up their
deck into three smaller ones: a
combat deck, which inludes all
32 Combat cards, a Tactics
deck with all 18 Tactic cards,
and a Vitality deck with all 5
Vitality cards.

The three decks (combat, tactics, and vitality) have different card
backs so you can tell them apart.

SETUP
To set up the game, each player should do the following things in order:
1.

Shuﬄe the Vitality deck and place the cards face down side by side in front of you, making a
horizontal line [A]. Players cannot decide the placement of their Vitality cards.

2.

Shuﬄe your tactics deck and place it next to your vitality cards [B].

3.

Separate the Defense card from the rest of the combat deck. This card must always be in each
player’s starting hand.

4.

Choose a Stance card and place it face down next to your vitality cards [C]. This stance will become
your active stance. Shuﬄe the rest of your combat deck and place it nearby in the play area.

5.

Draw four cards from your combat deck and add them to the Defense card that you set aside
previously. These ﬁve cards will be your starting hand [D].

You can compare the reference letters in this page with the image in the next page.

SETUP
When you are done setting up for the
game, the play area should look
something like the image on this
page.

Once this is done, the samurai are
ready to begin their duel.

The game is divided into two plases:
the Planning phase where each
player prepares their Movements and
the Battle phase where these same
movements are revealed and resolved.

PLANNING PHASE
During the Planning phase players will take alternate turns, with the randomly selected starting player
taking the ﬁrst one. The planning phase ends as soon as one of the players initiates the Battle.
On each turn, a player must take four actions out of six possible actions:
●
●
●
●

●
●

Draw a card from the combat deck: That card is added to your hand.
Place a combat card from your hand into the play area: The combat card is placed face down. It
may be either added to an existing Movement or used to start a new one.
Reveal your stance: Flip your active stance face up. Do not change its orientation. This action can
only be taken once in a game. When you reveal your stance, your current turn ends immediately.
Place a new stance from your hand: The stance you are placing replaces your active stance, and the
old one is removed from the game. If your posture had already been revealed, the new posture is
placed face up.
Draw a card from the tactics deck. That card is added to your hand. However, this action can only be
taken if your posture has already been revealed.
Play a Tactic card (see “Tactic Cards”).

A player must take all four actions in each turn (unless the turn ends prematurely by revealing a stance or
intiating Battle). Each type of action may be taken more than once, and they may be taken in any order the
player deems convenient. At the end of a player’s turn if the player is holding more than ﬁve cards in their hand,
they must discard down to ﬁve, with the excess cards being removed from the game.

COMBAT CARDS
Combat cards will allow you to take diﬀerent
stances and to create oﬀensive and defensive
movements.
Attack Cards
All attack cards have three characteristics: Flow (the
stroke on the card can ﬂow into any one of the four
sides of the card) [A], attack strength [B], and
defense points [C]. These cards will allow you to
create oﬀensive and defensive movements.

COMBAT CARDS
In order to create oﬀensive and defensive movements you will place cards from your hand into the play area.
Each of these cards can create a new movement or be added to an existing movement. In order to add a card
to an existing movement the new card must be adjacent to any other card in the movement, including
diagonal adjacency. The image below illustrates all placement positions adjacent to the card in the center.

STANCE CARDS
Stance cards grant you bonuses when you attack and defende during the Battle phase.
During a match you can only have one active stance at any given time. During setup each player chooses and
places a stance in their play area. The stance in your play area is always your active stance.
During the Planning phase you may choose to reveal your stance as one of your actions. You may not draw
cards from your tactics deck – which include the cards needed to initiate Battle – before revealing your
stance.
One of your possible actions is to change your stance card. If you do so, the new stance enters the play area in
the same position as the one it is replacing. In other words, if you haven’t revealed your stance yet the new
stance is placed face down, while if you had already revealed your stance the new one is placed face up. A
stance that is replaced is removed from the game, which means there is no way to go back to a previous
stance.

STANCE CARDS
Stance cards have modiﬁers that can be used to
attack [A] and bonuses to defend [B], You can read
more about how stances a aﬀect you in the sections
titled “Stances in Attacks” and “Stances in Defense”.

Stance cards also have defense points [C], which
are useful if you decide to play them not as a
stance, but as part of a defensive movement.

DEFENSE CARD
The Defense card allows you to designate a
movement as a Defensive movement by adding it to
the movement.
When you create a Defensive movement all of the
characteristics of the cards that compose it become
irrelevant, with the sole exception of the amount of
defense points on them.
The sum of all of the defense points (circled in the
image) in all of the cards belonging to the Defensive
movement make up your Defense Point Pool.

In this example each of the two cards in the
defensive movement has three defense points,
which means that the Defense Point Pool contains
a total of six defense points.

CREATING MOVEMENTS
When you choose to place a combat card into the play area the cards can be grouped, thus creating
Movements. Combat cards can be added to a Movement that is already in the play area or they can be
placed separately to start a new movement. You may not change the orientation of the card when placing it.
In other words, all cards placed by a player in the play area will have the same orientation.
Each Movement consists of one or more cards placed adjacent to one another. You may add a new card to a
Movement as long as it is placed adjacent to any other card in the group, including diagonal adjacency.
Once a Combat card has been placed in the play area, players are not allowed to pick it up and see its contents
later.
During the Battle phase the location of each combat card within a movement is extremely important since
the goal of any oﬀensive movement is to create a continuous path using the ﬂow of the combat cards.

Variant rule: If you want a more relaxed game or if
this is your ﬁrst game, players may look at their
own cards after placing them (though they may not
change them). This removes a layer of strategy, but
it can take some pressure off while you become
more familiar with the rules.

OFFENSIVE MOVEMENTS
All oﬀensive movements have three
elements:
1.

Beginning: The card that
determines where the stroke
begins. The beginning of a
movement can be any attack
card in it. The attacking player
chooses a card to be the
beginning of the movement.
That card does not contribute
its attack strength to the
movement.

In this example the player chooses the card on the
right to begin the attack. This card has 2 points of
attack strength, but those points are ignored when
determining the strength of the movement.

OFFENSIVE MOVEMENTS
2.

3.

Direction: The direction of a
movement is determined by the
direction of the ﬂow going into
the last card in the stroke.
Strength: The sum of all of the
attack strengths for all of the
cards that the movement
ﬂowed through, except the
beginning card of the movement.

When a player attacks, they decide
what their beginning card is, and then
use that to determine the strength and
direction of the movement.

In this example, the movement was resolved from
right to left. The arrow indicates how the ﬂow was
followed (and ultimately the direction of the
movement), while the strength of the movement is
5 (2+3 from the second and third cards).

EXAMPLE

This example uses the same movement as the
previous one, but this time the player chose to
resolve from left to right, thus changing the
direction of the movement, but lowering its
strength to 4 (2+2).

EXAMPLE

In this example, the player chose to resolve the
movement starting with the card on the bottom
and following the ﬂow upwards. The total strength
of the movement is 7 (3+4).

DEFENSIVE MOVEMENT
Any movement in which you place
your Defense card (or the additional
Defense card from the Tactics deck)
will be considered a Defensive
Movement.
Most cards have a defense point value
in the lower left corner of the card.
Each point of defense can cancel out a
point of damage dealt by your
opponent during the Battle phase.
The placement or ﬂow of cards does not
matter in a Defensive movement. The
only thing that matters is their amount
of defense points.

In this example, the defense point pool is 9, which
is the sum of all of the defense points in all of the
cards in the movement, regardless of their position
or ﬂow.

BATTLE PHASE
During the Battle phase, players reveal their oﬀensive movements one card at a time and resolve them,
trying to see if they manage to injure their opponent with each movement.
Before revealing any oﬀensive movements, both players reveal their defensive movements. Remember that a
player’s defense point pool equals the sum of all defense points on all of the cards that are in their defensive
movement.
A player’s active stance confers both oﬀensive and defensive bonuses. Each player can only have a single
stance active at any given time, and the active stance may only be changed during the planning phase.

Note: If the Battle phase begins and a player has
not yet revealed their stance, this stance will not be
revealed until their opponent completes their ﬁrst
offensive movement.

VITALITY CARDS
Vitality cards deﬁne whether a player is uninjured, wounded, or dead.
There are thee types of vitality cards:
●
●

●

Miss: If the attacking player reveals one of their opponent’s Miss cards, the attack has missed its
target and it has no eﬀect.
Wound: If the attacking player reveals one of their opponent’s Wound cards, the wounded player
gains a +1 bonus to the strength of all oﬀensive movements as the wound pushes him to ﬁght harder.
Wounds are cumulative, so a player that has been wounded twice gains a +2 bonus.
Death: If the attacking player reveals their opponent’s Death card, they have struck a deadly blow.
The attacking player wins the game immediately.

RESOLVING AN ATTACK
In each turn of the Battle phase one player will be the attacker and the other one the defender, The
following actions will be carried out:
1.
2.

The attacker chooses one of their movements to resolve.
The attacker chooses the beginning of the movement and reveals that card. Remember that the
beginning card of a movement does not contribute its attack strength to the movement.

Don’t forget that the strength and direction of a
movement change depending on where it starts.

3.

4.
5.

The attacker reveals cards in the movement one at a time, but always following the ﬂow of the stroke.
If a card is revealed and it does not ﬂow into the previous one that and any remaining cards in the
movement will not contribute anything to the movement. The exception to this are Tactic cards,
which can always be revealed regardless of their position in the movement without breaking ﬂow.
The attack strength of all the cards that ﬂow with the stroke is added, except for the strength of the
beginning card. This becomes the movement’s attack strength.
The direction of the movement is deﬁned by the last card that was successfully resolved. Depending
on the direction and shape of the movement, it might also get bonuses due to the player’s active
stance, a tactic card that was played as part of the movement, or a revealed would card.

RESOLVING AN ATTACK
6.

The defender uses their defense point pool and (if possible) bonuses granted by their stance to
mitigate the attacker’s oﬀensive movement strength. See Stances in Defense for more.

Note: The defender will need to remove cards from
their defensive movement to mitigate an attack’s
strength. The amount of damage that is mitigated is
equal to the amount of defense points that are
removed from the defense point pool. However,
cards must be used in their entirety for a single
attack. If, for example, the defender wisehs to
mitigate a single point of damage but all of the
cards in their defensive movement have 2 defense
points each, the leftover point of defense is wasted.

7.
8.

If there is any strength remaining in the attack after the defender has mitigated as much as they are
able, the attack is successful. Otherwise, the attacker’s turn ends.
If the attack is successful, the attacker can reveal one of the opponent’s vitality cards for each point
of strength that is left in the attack. If one of these happens to be the Death card, the attacker wins
the game.

STANCES IN ATTACK
If during any part of an oﬀensive
movement the contidions of number of
cards and direction of ﬂow stated in
your active stance are met, this
movement recieves a bonus to its
strength as indicated in the stance.
Adding stance cards to an oﬀensive
movement has no mechanical beneﬁts,
but it could make an opponent believe
the movement is more dangerous than
it actually is.

Example: the active stance calls for three cards
arranged horizontaly and ﬂowing from left to right
to gain a +3 bonus. In the offensive movement
being resolved, we see that it meets those
requirements. As a result, the normal strength of
the movement of 6 (2+4) gets the +3 bonus,
bringing its strength up to 9.

Example: In this case, the arrangement of the cards
is met, but since the player chose to resolve from
right to left, the direction condition is not. As a
result, the movement does not get the stance
bonus, giving it a ﬁnal strength of 3 (2+1).

Example: Here we can see the same movement
being resolved in two different directions of ﬂow.
The image on the left would have a movement
strength of 10, while the one on the right would
have a movement strength of 4. Direction matters!

STANCES IN DEFENSE
During the Battle phase the defender can use their stance to mitigate damage. If the direction of the
attacker’s oﬀensive movement clashes against one of the defender’s stance’s defensive lines, then some
damage from that attack is mitigated. Note that the cards never change their orientation, so your opponent’s
stance will always be upside-down for you.
●

If the stance has a single line of defense [A], then damage from all attacks coming from that direction
is divided by two, rounding up.

Example: This attack has a strength of 6, but since it
would clash against the stance’s defense, it’s
reduce to 3 (6 ÷ 2 = 3).

STANCES IN DEFENSE
●

If the stance has two lines of defense [B], then damage from all attacks coming from that direction is
divided by three, rounding up.

Example: the strength of this offensive movement
is 3, but since its direction clashes against the
stance’s double line of defense, the strength is
reduced to 1 (3 ÷ 3 = 1).

TACTIC CARDS
Tactic cards allow players to alter what happens in the planning and battle phases.
There are two types of tactic cards, those that are played as part of a movement (identiﬁed by the icon
below) and those that are played from your hand when the time is right. Furthermore, each tactic card has a
letter that matches the ﬁrst letter of its eﬀect. For example, all Maneuver cards have the letter “M” on them.
Tactic cards that are placed into a movement all have the

icon and they are explained below:

●

Defensive Tactics (1 card): This tactic card works just like your normal Defense card. It lets you
create a new defensive movement. The movement where this card is placed is consodered a second
defensive movement, and thus all the cards in it contribute nothing but their defensive points.

●

Guard (2 cards): If you complete an oﬀensive movement without your opponent interrupting it with a
Parry tactic, reveal the Guard card when you are done resolving it and transfer any two cards from
this movement into your defensive movement.

●

Maneuver (5 cards): When you complete an oﬀensive movement that included a maneuver, reveal the
maneuver. If the attack cards that were revealed as part of the movement create the same pattern
shown in the maneuver, the strength of the movement increases by the amount stated in the
maneuver.

Example: After revealing the attack cards, the
movement has a strength of 6 (1+1+0+4). However,
when the tactic card is revealed to be a maneuver,
the attacker conﬁrms that the 4-card pattern in it
has been created by the attack cards, and therefore
gains the +2 bonus given by the maneuver. This
increases the strength of the movement by to to a
total of 8. Note that, unlike stances, maneuvers
don’t indicate a direction so the only thing needed
is the pattern itself.

The following tactc cards are played directly from a player’s hand:

TACTIC CARDS

●

Reveal (1 card): Play this during your turn during the planning phase and choose one of the
opponent’s movements. Your opponent immediately turns all of the cards in that movement face up
without changing their position. Any cards added to that movement later are placed faced down.

●

Evasion (2 cards): Play an Evasion tactic instead of revealing a vitality card.

●

Parry (4 cards): Parry cards have a direction. Play them on top of an opponent’s oﬀensive movement
to block the ﬂow in that direction. This allows you to stop an attack partially or in full.

Example: The white player begins their movement
from right to left. Rather than risking a 5-card
attack and noticing the attack could only continue
moving left, the black player plays a Parry tactic
blocking that path. Since the white player cannot
continue their ﬂow, the attack ends there with a
total strength of merely 2.
Each deck only includes a single Parry card for
each direction, so once an opponent parries from
one direction, they won’t be able to do it again.

TACTIC CARDS
●

Valor (3 cards): Playing a valor card during your turn in the planning phase allows you to end the
planning phase as soon as your turn is done. If you play additional valor cards all of your attacks gain
a +1 bonus to strength for each valor card beyond the ﬁrst. Note that playing a card requires an
action, so you would need three of the actions in your turn to play all three valor cards.

ENDING THE GAME
The game can end in one of two ways:
●
●

A player reveals their opponent’s Death card from among their Vitality cards and immediately wins
the match.
Both players resolve all of their oﬀensive movements and neither manage to mortally wound their
opponent. The game is considered a tie and the combatants walk away. They will be able to defend
their honor in another duel.

